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By John K. B. Ford, Graeme M. Ellis, Kenneth C. Balcomb : Killer Whales: The Natural History and 
Genealogy of Orcinus Orca in British Columbia and Washington State  a short original article about how killer 
whales orcinus orca got their name the orca or killer whale with its striking black and white coloring is one of the best 
known of all the cetaceans it has been extensively studied in the wild and Killer Whales: The Natural History and 
Genealogy of Orcinus Orca in British Columbia and Washington State: 

0 of 0 review helpful Fantastic By Kristin Cruise If you have read any books previously on the lives of orcas this book 
is an excellent source of furthering your knowledge Learning about the individual pods and family members is great 
but being able to look them up and study their genealogy makes the reading experience all the better I would definitely 
recommend this book to anyone interested in orcas or interested in Intended for both the biologist and the whale 
enthusiast this book presents over 20 years of research findings on the killer whale populations of the northwest coast 
of North America particularly Washington state and British Columbia The registry contains a description of an entire 
population of wild killer whales For each whale there is a photograph a name code pod membership maternal lineage 
and in many cases the age and sex No similar catalogue exists for any Watching killer whales in the wild in British 
Columbia and Washington state is a popular recreational a 
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mammal classification has been through several iterations since carl linnaeus initially defined the class no 
classification system is universally accepted; mckenna  epub  audiobook  a short original article about how killer 
whales orcinus orca got their name 

textbooks  review  the orca or killer whale with its striking black and white coloring is one of the best known of all 
the cetaceans it has been extensively studied in the wild and 
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